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Both touched by spirits called yokai, Kotoko and Kuro have gained unique superhuman powers. But to gain her powers
Kotoko has given up an eye and a leg, and Kuro’s personal life is in shambles. So when Kotoko suggests they team up
to deal with renegades from the spirit world, Kuro doesn’t have many other choices, but Kotoko might just have a few
ulterior motives…
Caffeine for Sports Performance is the definitive resource for all your questions regarding caffeine and its impact on
sports performance. Based on the most recent research, studies, and guidelines, this guide is ideal for athletes and
fitness enthusiasts looking to improve training and competition. Inside you will find these features: • The history of how
caffeine has become the most widely used drug in the world • The pros and cons of using caffeine, including habitual
daily caffeine intake, to boost sports performance • Personal usage guides that can be applied to various sports or
scenarios of caffeine use in training and competition • Health advice regarding caffeine use • Performance effects of
caffeine use • Safety considerations and potential risks • Best and worst sources for caffeine Caffeine for Sports
Performance provides plenty of practical tips for using caffeine. In particular you will find sidebars that feature interviews
with top athletes and coaches who have interesting stories to tell regarding their experiences using caffeine. You will also
gain new insight into current attitudes towards caffeine and how those attitudes have changed over the years. Caffeine
for Sports Performance gives you all you need to understand and use caffeine to get the most out of your sport.
The human Race is at war with the Vicious Dalki and when they needed help more than ever, THEY started to come
forward. Humans who had hidden in the shadows for hundreds of years, people with abilities. Some chose to share their
knowledge to the rest of the world in hopes of winning the war, while others kept their abilities to themselves. Quinn had
lost everything to the war, his home, his family and the only thing he had inherited was a crummy old book that he
couldn’t even open. But when the book had finally opened, Quinn was granted a system and his whole life was turned
around. He completed quest after quest and became more powerful, until one day the system gave him a quest he
wasn’t sure he could complete. "It is time to feed!" "You must drink human blood within 24 hours" "Your HP will continue
to decrease until the task has been completed" More info, visit: https://www.webnovel.com/
Two students in the prestigious Saint Marguerite Academy--the brilliant, sheltered Veronique and her eager sidekick
Kazuya--investigate the urban legends surounding the school.
My Youth Romantic Comedy Is Wrong, As I Expected, Vol. 1 (light novel)Yen Press LLC
A hospitalized English policeman reconstructs historical evidence concerning Richard III's role in the murder of Edward
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IV's two sons.
Morgan didn't mean to do anything wrong that day. Actually, she meant to do something right. But her kind act
inadvertently played a role in a deadly tragedy. In order to move on, Morgan must learn to forgive-first someone who did
something that might be unforgivable, and then, herself. But Morgan can't move on. She can't even move beyond the
front door of the apartment she shares with her mother and little brother. Morgan feels like she's underwater, unable to
surface. Unable to see her friends. Unable to go to school. When it seems Morgan can't hold her breath any longer, a
new boy moves in next door. Evan reminds her of the salty ocean air and the rush she used to get from swimming. He
might be just what she needs to help her reconnect with the world outside. Underwater is a powerful, hopeful debut novel
about redemption, recovery, and finding the strength it takes to face your past and move on.
When Miyamura murmurs an "I like you" to Hori, who's laid up in bed with a fever, is he talking to himself? Or is he
actually confessing to having feelings for her?! Hori is conflicted, but their secret-filled relationship is unmistakably
changing little by little...
"After fourteen-year-old Eden is raped by her brother's best friend, she knows she'll never be the way she used to be"-In a world where humanity lives in suspended space, children undergo a fishing test when they come of age. Those with
immaculate talents have the possibility of becoming great fishing masters. In the endless sea, every life is imbued with a
sacred mission. There are fish that can fly, turtles that have absorbed the worldly essence, and whales that can devour
the heaven and earth… There are also countless fishers. Fishing is an art. There is an ancient saying: If you can't fish, you
might as well be bait.
The perfect addition to any personal library, To Read or Not to Read encourages readers of all genres to immerse
themselves in a classically illustrated reading journal complete with DIY book review pages and inspirational reading lists.
To Read or Not to Read allows readers to step into the book critic role and determine which books to recommend, and
which ones to skip based on their reflections throughout the journal. It includes a "How Bookish Are You?" quiz and
spotlights on authors such as Flannery O'Connor and Frederick Douglass, whose published works have greatly
influenced the combined spheres of faith and literature. With additional fun facts and helpful conversation starters for
literary discussions, this journal will become the signature accessory at book clubs, on nightstands, and on every book
lover's shelf.
The discovery of SA cells triggered a dramatic advance and collapse in human civilization. The new sentient, Adams
build and control the new society, pushing the rebelling Anti-netters’s appearance. Young Eda and his father has been
living in secret for years, although he never sure if he was an Anti-netter. When he finally kept in the prison of Anti-netter,
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Eda finally comes closer to the truth of the new society.
In this Rashomon-style mystery story, each member of a high-school literature club presents her own version of the
death of the group's leader. At a prestigious girl’s school, a student has died. Itsumi was the most beautiful, charismatic,
and popular girl at St. Mary’s Academy for Girls. She was also the president of the exclusive and tight-knit Literature
Club. One week after her death, the members of her beloved club gather in her memory. But as they each testify to what
happened in the days leading up to the tragic event, their accusations turn shocking— Why, and how, did Itsumi really
die? In this glittering and gripping murder mystery, everyone has their own motivations and version of the truth. In its
portrayal of the alliances, treacheries, and invisible tensions between friends and frenemies, The Dark Maidens keeps
readers guessing and shows that what is sweet can just as easily be poisonous.
Dear Luke, First let me say--I love you...I didn't want to leave you.... Luke Richardson has returned home after burying
Natalie, his beloved wife of sixteen years, ready to face the hard job of raising their three children alone. But there's
something he's not prepared for--a blue envelope with his name scrawled across the front in Natalie's handwriting,
waiting for him on the floor of their suburban Michigan home. The letter inside, written on the first day of Natalie's cancer
treatment a year ago, turns out to be the first of many. Luke is convinced they're genuine, but who is delivering them? As
his obsession with the letters grows, Luke uncovers long-buried secrets that make him question everything he knew
about his wife and their family. But the revelations also point the way toward a future where love goes on--in written
words, in memories, and in the promises it's never too late to keep.
With college exams approaching, Tohko Amano - president of the literary club, closet book-eating goblin, and shameless
procrastinator - does the unthinkable and declares club activities suspended! Unencumbered by the demand of his
taskmistress to deliver handwritten improv stories, Konoha finds himself helping his oft-estranged classmate, Nanase
Kotobuki, in the music room after school. When one of Kotobuki's friends goes missing before Christmas, though vanishing amidst rumors of her being an "Angel of Music" - Konoha finds himself swept up in a mystery unfolding as if
from the pages of Gaston Leroux's seminal work...
A secret grave is unearthed in the desert revealing the bodies of 19 women and the shocking truth that a serial killer has
been operating undetected in Jeddah for more than a decade. However, lead inspector Ibrahim Zahrani is distracted by a
mystery closer to home. His mistress has suddenly disappeared, but he cannot report her missing since adultery is
punishable by death. With nowhere to turn, Ibrahim brings the case to Katya, one of the few women in the police
department. Drawn into both investigations, she must be increasingly careful to hide a secret of her own. Portraying the
lives of women in one of the most closed cultures in the world, award-winning author Zoë Ferraris weaves a tale of
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psychological suspense around an elusive serial killer and the sinister forces trafficking in human lives in Saudi Arabia.
A mysterious woman named Ost appears and identifies herself as a familiar of the Spirit Tortoise. With her help, Naofumi and the
others begin the desperate battle to seal away the Spirit Tortoise once again.
Meet Kobato Hanato, a sweet and rather simple young girl on a quest to have her single, dearest wish granted. But first, she must
learn the ways of the world from Ioryogi-san, a gruff blue dog whose bark is just as bad as his bite! Under his "tutelage" (read:
constant verbal abuse), Kobato puts her efforts into passing various trials of common sense so that she may obtain the key to
getting her wish-a magic bottle which must be filled with the suffering of wounded hearts that Kobato herself has healed. But with
Kobato's common sense sorely lacking, she keeps flunking Ioryogi-san's trials left and right! It looks like the road that lies ahead of
Kobato will be a long one indeed!
In a land far away, there were two kingdoms: the Outside, where twisted beasts roamed that could curse with a touch, and the
Inside, where humans lived in safety and peace. The girl and the beast should never have met, but when they do, a quiet fairytale
begins. This is a story of two people--one human, one inhuman--who linger in the hazy twilight that separates night from day.
From the critically acclaimed, award-winning S. J. Rozan comes her finest novel to date - an explosive novel about the corrosive
power of secrets and corruption in a small town. In the middle of the night, private investigator Bill Smith is awakened by a call
from the NYPD. They're holding a 15-year-old kid named Gary -- a kid Bill knows. But before Bill can find out what is going on,
Gary escapes Bill's custody into the dark night and unfamiliar streets. Bill, with the help of his partner Lydia Chin, tries to find the
missing teen and uncover what it is that led him so far from home. Tracking Gary's family to a small town in New Jersey, Bill finds
himself in a town where nothing matters but high school football, where the secrets of the past - both the town's and Bill's own threaten to destroy the present. And if Bill is to have any chance of saving Gary and preventing a tragedy, he has to both unravel a
long buried crime and confront the darkness of his own past. Winter and Night is the winner of the 2003 Edgar Award for Best
Novel.
Once hailed as humanity’s greatest hope, Eren has since become unrecognizable. With the Attack Titan now morphed into a
grotesque, colossal skeleton of its former self, Eren continues to control the wave of Titans laying waste to the world, extinguishing
countless homes, towns, and lives in their wake. In order to salvage what’s left of humanity, Mikasa, Armin, and the Survey Corps
decide to confront Eren head-on. But to stop the Rumbling, they’ll have to dedicate much more than their hearts...
Mystery crime fiction written in the Golden Age of Murder With an introduction by Martin Edwards and featuring the Dickson Carr
short story "The Shadow of the Goat" We are thrilled to welcome John Dickson Carr into the Crime Classics series with his first
novel, a brooding locked room mystery in the gathering dusk of the French capital. In the smoke-wreathed gloom of a Parisian
salon, Inspector Bencolin has summoned his allies to discuss a peculiar case. A would-be murderer, imprisoned for his attempt to
kill his wife, has escaped and is known to have visited a plastic surgeon. His whereabouts remain a mystery, though with his
former wife poised to marry another, Bencolin predicts his return. Sure enough, the Inspector's worst suspicions are realized when
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the beheaded body of the new suitor is discovered in a locked room of the salon, with no apparent exit. Bencolin sets off into the
Parisian night to unravel the dumbfounding mystery and track down the sadistic killer.
"Forced to hid her true identity, Zahra, a teenage genie, finds her chance for freedom challenged by her love for her
master,"--NoveList.
A sweet "aww"-inspiring tale of school life continues!! The longer Hori and Miyamura keep each other's secrets, the closer they
get. When Hori blurts out an inadvertent "I like you," will Miyamura respond in kind? Or could the slipup spell the end of their
friendship...?
There is a lot of interest in today’s culture about the idea of Persona and the psychological mapping of one’s inner world. In fact,
the interest is so strong that the superstar Korean Pop band, BTS, has taken Dr. Murray Stein’s concepts and woven them into
the title and lyrics of their latest album, Map of the Soul:Persona. What is our persona and how does it affect our life’s journey?
What masks do we wear as we engage those around us? Our persona is ultimately how we relate to the world. Combined with our
ego, shadow, anima and other intra-psychic elements it creates an internal map of the soul. T.S. Eliot, one of the most famous
English poets of the 20th Century, wrote that every cat has three names: the name that everybody knows, the name that only the
cat’s intimate friends and family know, and the name that only the cat knows. As humans, we also have three names: the name
that everybody knows, which is the public persona; the name of that only your close friends and family know, which is your private
persona; and the name that only you know, which refers to your deepest self. Many people know the first name, and some people
know the second. Do you know your secret name, your individual, singular, unique name? This is a name that was given to you
before you were named by your family and by your society. This name is the one that you should never lose or forget. Do you
know it?
This is the true story of Franz Wisner, a man who thought he had it all- a high profile career and the fiancée of his dreams- when
suddenly, his life turned upside down. Just days before they were to be married, his fiancée called off the wedding. Luckily, his
large support network of family and friends wouldn't let him succumb to his misery. They decided Franz should have a wedding
and a honeymoon anyway- there just wouldn't be a bride at the ceremony, and Franz' travel companion would be his brother, Kurt.
During the "honeymoon," Franz reconnected with his brother and began to look at his life with newfound perspective. The brothers
decided to leave their old lives behind them. They quit their jobs, sold all their possessions, and traveled around the world, visiting
fifty-three countries for the next two years. In Honeymoon With My Brother, Franz recounts this remarkable journey, during which
he turned his heartbreak into an opportunity to learn about himself, the world, and the brother he hardly knew.
The origin of AidaIro's masterpiece! Toilet-bound Hanako-kun was originally published in Monthly GFantasy as a self-contained
short series, and you can read those three chapters here along with AidaIro's debut work, "The Beloved Living Dead." Come and
see where it all began!
Summary of the first book: In the spring of 1998, Kouichi Sakakibara transfers to Yomiyama North Middle School. In class, he
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develops a sense of unease as he notices that the people around him act like they're walking on eggshells, and students and
teachers alike seem frightened. As a chain of horrific deaths begin to unfold around him, he comes to discover that he has been
placed in the cursed Class 3 in which the student body head count is always one more than expected. Class 3 is haunted by a
vengeful spirit responsible for gruesome deaths in an effort to satisfy its spite. To stop the vicious cycle gripping his new school,
Kouichi decides to get to the bottom of the curse, but is he prepared for the horror that lies ahead...?
High school student Hajime Hinata must be the "Ultimate" at something--after all, he got accepted to Hope's Peak Academy, which
takes only the nation's elite teens (whether they're elite at being gangsters, gymnasts, or hamster breeders!). But he doesn't know
what his special talent is...only that he and his classmates have been given a surprise summer vacation on Jabberwock Island. It
may be a tropical paradise, but their sinister teddy bear headmaster Monokuma still expects them all to complete their
assignments if they ever want to go home--namely, murder a fellow student and get away with it, as the survivors cross-examine
each other at a classroom trial! Danganronpa 2: Goodbye Despair is an alternate version of the events told in the manga
Danganronpa 2: Ultimate Luck and Hope and Despair. That series told the story through the eyes of "Ultimate Lucky Student"
Nagito Komaeda; now Goodbye Despair gives you the perspective of his arch-rival in the desperate classroom murder game,
Hajime Hinata!
The third installment in the series follows both old and new characters, from Pikachu, who discovers that everyone in the PokTmon
world has mysteriously vanished, to Eevee, whose clever plan to sneak candy to its owner is thwarted by Primeape. Original.
Kyoto Animation, a studio with very humble beginnings, has gained recognition the world over as a uniquely inspired and inventive
enterprise. This book examines Kyoto Animation’s philosophy and creative vision with close reference to its anime. It focuses on
the studio’s choice of genres, themes and imagery while exploring its maintenance of high production values. The analysis
highlights the studio’s commitment to the pursuit of both artistic excellence and technical experimentation—and its reliance on the
imagination and expertise of in-house staff.
When Gia Montgomery's boyfriend, Bradley, dumps her in the parking lot of her high school prom, she decides to do the
unthinkable…convince the cute guy waiting to pick up his sister to pretend to be her boyfriend for the night. The task is simple: two
hours, zero commitment, a few white lies. The problem is that days after prom, she can't stop thinking about her fill-in boyfriend.
But can Gia turn her fake boyfriend into a real one without exposing her lie and possibly destroying her friendships and her
newfound relationship? Smartly observed and wonderfully romantic, Kasie West's talent shines in this tale of one girl's unexpected
quest to find love…and possibly herself.
The Battle of the Stars may be finished, but the event is far from over! And what better way to tie up loose ends than...another
gamble?! Choosing to go against Manyuda in her Public Match, Yumeko is now faced with a game called Choice Poker. But if the
advantage lies with whoever has the bigger pot, can Yumeko manage to come out victorious against a student council member
with near limitless pockets?!
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Futaro Uesugi took a tutoring gig because he was desperate for cash, but when his students--the five beautiful daughters of a
wealthy businessman--find five times the excuses to slack off, what can he do? At this rate, the sisters won't graduate, so if he
wants to get paid, Futaro must think of a plan to suit each of them--which feels hopeless when five out of five of them think he's a
loser.
When a blast strikes the moons of Cancer, killing thousands of citizens, Rhoma Grace must convince twelve worlds to unite as
one against Ophiuchus, the exiled thirteenth Guardian of Zodiac legend, who has returned to exact his revenge.
Hachiman Hikigaya is a cynic. "Youth" is a crock, he believes--a sucker's game, an illusion woven from failure and hypocrisy. But
when he turns in an essay for a school assignment espousing this view, he's sentenced to work in the Service Club, an
organization dedicated to helping students with problems in their lives! How will Hachiman the Cynic cope with a job that
requires--gasp!--optimism?
Summer, 1998. Mei Misaki, age fifteen, has gone with her family to their seaside vacation home. There she meets the ghost of
Teruya Sakaki, her classmate from Yomiyama North Middle School Class 3-3 who, like Mei, witnessed the mysterious events that
had transpired at the school. There begins an adventure of memory and mystery as they search for the ghost's body and his
memories alike.
High school girl Aoi Mashiro has begun her part-time job at the antique store Kura in Kyoto’s Teramachi-Sanjo shopping district.
There, she works with the store owner’s grandson, Kiyotaka Yagashira. Kiyotaka is a young Kyoto man with a gentle
demeanor—as well as a fearsome intuition and a bit of a wicked streak. One day, a first-time visitor brings a tea bowl for Kiyotaka to
appraise. Kiyotaka immediately identifies it as a fake. Then he and Aoi encounter a priest who introduces himself as Ensho. This
man turns out to be an extraordinary counterfeiter. The mysteries continue in Volume 2 of Holmes in Kyoto!
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